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This paper is a collection of four topics; they are: a discussion of two knapsack 
problems (see, for example, Gilmore and Gomory, 1966), some interesting 
heuristic remarks on computational experience, some remarks on the under- 
lying algebraic structures directly related to the knapsack functions, and a 
new proof technique for optimizing the functions mentioned. All functions 
in sight are discrete and defined on the integers. Also, the proofs of the theorems 
do not use convexity and monotonicity of the more abstract optimization 
techniques. 
Gilmore and Gomory (1966) defined a discrete function F(x, y) from 
the rectangles (Zi, wi) with values ni, i = l,..., M to be a knapsack 
function if and only if 
(1) m, Y> 2 0; 
(2) ml + x2 9 Y> 3 ml , Y> + m2 3 Y>i 
(3) m, Yl + v2) 2 m, Yd + m Yz); 
(4) F(/(, wi) > L$ (i = l,..., m); and, 
(5) for any G satisfying (l)-(4), F(x, y) < G(x, y) for all x and y. 
Techniques for optimizing knapsack functions subject to constraints 
in the area of integer programming are well known (Gilmore and Gomory, 
1966; Weingartner and Ness, 1967; Shapiro and Wagner, 1967; Gomory, 
1969). 
In this paper we wish to introduce optimization techniques for two 
types of discrete functions that satisfy only some of the properties of 
knapsack functions. There are discrete functions in the class of Theorem 1 
that satisfy only properties (l), (2), and (4), generalized combinatorial 
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functions. for example; and there are discrete function3 in the class ul 
Theorem 2 that satisfy only properties (I) and (3). 
The paper is divided into four sections; first, we discuss optimizing 
techniques for two classes of discrete functions; second. we make some 
heuristic remarks on our computational experience; third, we make some 
remarks about the underlying algebraic structures directly related to the 
two classes of functions; and we give a new proof technique for optimizing 
those discrete functions subject to constraints. All functions in sight are 
discrete and defined on the integers. Also, the proofs of the theorems are 
elementary and do not use convexity and monotonicity of the more 
abstract optimization techniques. For a more abstract treatment of 
Theorem I, see the papers related to the work of den Broeder. Eliison. 
and Emerling (1959). 
Let us begin by considering integer valued sequences B 
having the following properties: 
(1) B .--= (B,:z=, is a sequence of positive integer valued members; 
(2) (Convex sequence) whenever y > S, then B,-, -_- B, L: B,, ; 
(3) (Periodically decreasing sequence) whenever .X 3 J* ::;; r, then 
(multiplication) B, ... B, > B,,_,. ... B,-, : or. 
(3’) (Periodically increasing sequence) whenever Y 2 1’ i;- p, then 
B, ... B, ’ B,..,, ... B,-m,q 
We are going to introduce a natural class of convex functions. Let us 
introduce the following notation which is a generalized factorial: 
[s!]~ B,,. ... B,, -m i-1 B, 
i -0 
Then, define the following function: 
We will now prove three useful lemmas, assuming in each case that 
t 1 means [ I8 . 
LEMMA 1. Whenever x > P > 1, then 
F(x + 1, r) = F(x, r) -t F(x, r ~- 1). 
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ProoJ 
[r!][(!!y r)!] + [(r - I)!][:!\ 1 - r)!] 
- b!l &w--r + [x!] B, = [x!](B~+~-~ + BT) 
[(x + 1 - r)!][r!] [(x + 1 - r)!][r!] 
b !I &+I [(x + l)!] 
= [(x + 1 - r)!][r!] = [(x + 1 - r)!][r!] ’ 
LEMMA 2. Whenever x > y - 1 3 t and B is periodically decreasing, 
then F(x, t) 3 F( y - 1, t). 
ProoJ B, -a- B, > B,pt *+* B,-, implies that 
B, ... B, . . . B” . 
(Bz *-a B,)(B,-,_, ... B,) ’ (B:t ... B”) ’ 
B, ... B,, B,-1 *.* B,, --- 
(4 *-* B,,)(B,-, *** B,) ’ (B, ... B,)(B,-,-, ... BO) 
implies that 
,t!][(F” t)!] a 
KY - l)!l 
[t!][(y - t - I)!] . 
LEMMA 2’. Whenever x > y - 1 3 t and A is periodically increasing, 
then F(x, t) < F( y - 1, t). 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. F(x + 1, S) + F(y - 1, s) > F(x, s) + F(y, s) when 
x > y - 1 and B is periodically decreasing. 
Proof. F(x+ l,s)+F(y- l,s)=F(x,s)+F(x,s- l)+F(y,s)- 
Fty -- 1, s - 1) 3 F(x, s) + F(y, s). 
LEMMA 3’. F(x + 1, 4 + F(Y - 1, s> < IT-G s) + F(Y> s> when 
x > y - 1 and A is periodically increasing. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. 
The function F of Lemma 3 is said to be convex, while the function F 
of Lemma 3’ is said to be concave. Let N be the nonnegative integers, 
and let x denote Cartesian product. 
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THEOREM 1 (Combinatorial Knapsack). f,cr B(l j,..., B(m) be a finite 
fami1.v ef’ periodically increasirlg (.periodicali~~ decreasing) ,scqucnce.s. 
Let f; . . . . . F,,, be the corresponding conuex (concace) function,, LH 
Qt(al . . . . . a,,) =-- Cyl, Fi(ai . t ) be defined .for czx’ry $.I& nonnegatilv 
integer t with (a, ,..., a,) a variable m-tupte in N _ ‘1’ ‘. \i. and 
I;:, N, k, k fixed constant in N. 
Then, an m-tuple (a,*,.. ., a,,, * 1 oj’nonnegatice integers exists that maxi- 
mizes (minimizes) Q, , subject to xy:, aj ~=: k, such that r of the a,*‘s 
are equal to m + I and m -- r of the a!*‘~ are equal ton, where k := mn !- r, 
Proof. Suppose that (a, ,.... u,) is an m-tuple satisfying the constraint 
and that there is a pair i, ,i such that ai ” CI, - 2 (two members differ 
by 2 or more). Letting ii ai I- 1 and 8, em a, ~~ 1. with ri,. a, if 
k -; i,j, we have that Q,(B, ,.... ci,,,) > Q,(a, ,..., a,) by Lemma 3, There- 
fore, the maximal value for Ql must occur when (a, ,,.., a,,,J (a,” ,..._ u,,,*) 
such that no two ai*, a,* differ by more than one. Therefore, r of the 
ai*‘s are n +- 1 and m ~~ I’ of the ai*‘s are n, where X r(n am I) .- 
(m r) 17 =- r -+ mn. 
Let us now pass to a problem where one optimizes nonnegative integer 
functions. In the theory of statistical inference and estimation (see Larson, 
1969) the following result arises. 
Result. X is a random variable with mean p and variance n2. If 
X, . . . . . X,,, is a random sample of X, X (sample mean) is the best linear 
unbiased estimator of p. 
This is an efficiency problem. In order to solve the problem one must 
minimize CT:, ai --_ Q(a, . . . . . a,,), polynomial, subject to the linear 
restriction that z,“l, ai m= I. Here, the ai’s are members of the continuous 
set of real numbers and all of the first-order partials of Q must exist. 
Let us consider the discrete counterpart of this problem, a statistical 
allocation problem. Suppose that one has a partition of a set 5’ such that 
into each equivalence class Y, he wishes to place ai elements (e.g., grains 
of seed). He has only k elements altogether for S. and so CT=, ai z-:~ k. 
The ai are now restricted to being nonnegative counting numbers. Suppose 
that Xi measures the value in some way of each of the a, elements in Y< (e.g.: 
growth from May to July). Let M = CL, aiXa . E(M) r-- p CT;, ai = ~1: . 
and V(M) - u2 CTtI af2, Then, we wish to find m-tuples (a, ,.... a,,J that 
minimize C aTp subject to x ai = k and the ai are nonnegative counting 
numbers. 
Another example is the following. Suppose that we have a production 
process that has m components and each of the m components involves 
a,(i I . . . _ m) individual parts. Thus, the total number of individual parts 
is z:“, ui = I<. Suppose that in each ith component there is associated 
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an average loss hi . Then, suppose that each component cost (after loss) 
is ci = ki(ai - hi)ai where ki , hi , 01~ are known nonnegative integers. 
Therefore, the total cost function is Q(u, ,..., a,) = CL, Ci . 
cl . . . 
al 
______ 
. . . . 
I 
__-- 
Gn . . . 
a, 
A different example is the following. Suppose that we have a production 
process that has ma components where each (i,j)th component has an 
integer size that varies according to an integer parameter ai and an integer 
parameter ai (i.e., 2-dimensional) where i,j = l,..., m. And, the total 
number of integer parts is Cz, a, = k. 
4 Cl1 
al 
ci ____ 
•l 
. a, Cai=k 
Qi a, 
. a, km 
Suppose that in each (i,j)th component there is associated an average 
loss hi in the ai direction and an average loss bj in the aj direction. Then, 
suppose that each component cost (after losses) is cdl = ki,(ai - hJai x 
(aj - bi)nf where kil , hi , ai, bi , 01~ are known nonnegative integers. 
Therefore, the total cost function is Q(ul ,..., a,) = Cisj cij . 
Minimization of an integer cost function subject to constraints is 
important in engineering, economics, and operations research where one 
measures goodness. The first step in minimization is describing the 
system, and the second is defining an objective function as a measure of 
goodness. In the chemical industry minimization occurs in plant and 
equipment design, process control, and planning of research and develop- 
ment. A reliable minimization technique is essential in determining 
optimal process configurations, sizes, and operating parameters. Moreover, 
in general, ease, accuracy, and speed of problem preparation more than 
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compensate for the additional amount of computer time required for 
relatively efficient direct search methods. Whether computation time is 
excessive depends on how quickly the results are needed and the cost of 
problem preparation plus cost of computer time. Since total real time can 
be much less when using direct search methods, many industrial projects 
may require that these methods be used. This is the point of view we take 
in tiding minimal solutions of the previously mentioned Q cost functions. 
This part of the report solves the discrete minimization problem for 
the most general class of polynomial Q’s. There is an analogous problem 
and solution for maximization that does not need to be given. since it 
is so similar. 
We consider the minimization problem of the semicanonical form non- 
negative integer expression Q(a, ,..., a,,) -; CysE1 ki(ui --- h$i where iii , 
hi are 2m fixed nonnegative integer constants, ai are m nonnegative integer 
constants, and (a, ,..., a,,J is a variable m-tuple of nonnegative integers. 
Moreover, if N denotes the nonnegative integers, then (at ,..., a,) is a 
member of the lattice N >I: N x ... x N under the induced natural 
ordering. Let N denote the nonnegative integers. 
THEOREM 2 (Polynomial Knapsack). 
Hypothesis. Let Q(a, ,..., a,) = ZL, ks(ai -- h$i be defined such that 
all cq , hi , ki E N are 3m fixed nonnegative integer constunts, (aI . . . . . a,) 
is a variable m-tuple in N x N x *.. :-. N, and Cr=, ai --= k, k jixed 
constant in N. 
Conclusion. An m-tuple (a,*,..., a,*) of nonnegative integers exists that 
minimizes Q, subject to XL, ai = k, such that r of the ai*‘s are in the 
set {n - n’ + 1, n - n’ $- 2,..., n - n’ + 1 4 E) and m -- r of the aa*‘s 
are in the set {n - n’ -- E ,..., n - n’ + E), where n’ = (c=, hi)im, 
(k - C hJ/m = n - n’ + r/m (integer division), ;& = Czl=,,.+, es) a*Rj--s 
whenever ,j > i, iEj = (Czi+, i&)/m, and E = max(iEj). 
Proof. We argue by cases. 
Case (I). Set 01~ = 9.. = axm. 
Subcase (i). Let h, = *.. = h, = 0. 
Let Q(a, ,..., a,) = CL, kiaidl and let Cy=,, ai = k. Let (a,*,..., a,*) 
be an arbitrary minimal solution; the existence is obvious since Q is 
discrete and bounded below (except for tails at the outside which are not 
extreme points anyway). Let & denote the Kronecker delta function. 
Define Q& ,..., a,) = kl(k -- fE8 a# + c& arQ by substituting for a,. 
The argument that follows can be repeated for the other a, (i.e., forming 
Q,). We are considering the case wheref == 1: without loss of generality. 
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Let j # 1 be any index other than 1. Then, by definition of minimal 
value, Q&z,*,..., G*) G Q,(a,* + &, ,..., am* + Si,). Hence, from this 
definition we have that 
kl(k - c2ag*) + %z2 k,ac” < 2 kiaj+” + kj(aj* + I)* 
i=2 
id 
then 
k,(aj* - 1)u + kjaT’ + k, k - f ai* - 1 
i=2 
~-kl(k-~2Uil)o>O; 
by the binomial theorem we have 
i ( r ) kjaTbmS - kjaj*” + k, to ( 4 ) (k - r2 ai*)m-” (- ‘1” 
s=O 
and 
i ( T) k*aj*um2 + kl gl ( T)(k - 5 ai*)‘-t(-I)f >, 0; 
b-=1 62 
and, combining sums gives 
kjaj*(Yes + kl ,” 
( 1 a?-* (WY] 3 0, where j#l. 
Thus, 
(( 1 ;” k,aj++‘-((Fokla~-‘)+((~)k3a~G--2+(~)kla~~2) 
+ (( T ) kjaym3 - ( 3” ) k,a:“-‘) 
f *.. A ((, ” 1) kjaj” i (, ” 1) ha,*) + (kj f k,) 3 0. 
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Let us assume for the moment that k. 1 > k, ; a similar argument holds 
for the other case k, g-3 kj , Now, the previous inequality become\ 
Next, we divide (cuk,up--l --- ixkjup-‘) through by +(a,* -- a,*), and 
get from this the previous inequality (I) in the form 
+ cr(kj - k&z?-’ -L ,Tne2) + y (positive quantity) 
-t (( ; ) kjuj*B-3 -- ( ; ) k,a:“-3j 
t- ... + ((, ” ,) kjui* i (, ” 1) kg**) + (kj 1 k,) 2 0. (II) 
The next part of the argument is necessary only if uj* $- 1 < a,‘*. 
Now, there exists fll such that /31&aj*a~‘+3 2 (;) klqa-‘, there exists 
p2 such that /32&juj*2~a-4 > (i;) klup-4,..., and there exists Pa-r such 
that /ln-l~kiu~-3ul* 3 (&) k+z,*. Moreover, kj > k, . Hence, by this 
set of inequalities the possible negative terms are cancelled out; and, 
therefore, able to reduce the previous inequality (II) to 
nkj(aj* - u,*)(uf”-” + ... ‘i a :6-2) + ak (uTa-’ $ .a. + u;~-~) ;- 0. 
Dividing through both of these terms by the obvious factor we arrive 
at (uj* - aI*) + 1 >, 0 or a,* + 1 3 a,*. 
Summing on j we get cE2 aj* t (m - 1) 3 (m -- 1) a,*. and substi- 
tuting for k we get a,* < k/m + (m - 1)/m. 
Repeating the argument with kj >, k2 we have 
ua* kjm + (m -- 1 )lm, 
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and, for kj >, k, we have 
a,,,* < k/m + (m - 1)/m. 
Hence, by repeating the entire argument starting with QI(a,*,..., a,*) < 
Ql(az * - &, ,..., a m * - t&J we arrive at 
k/m - (m - 1)/m < a,* ,< k/m + (m - 1)/m 
k/m - (m - 1)/m < a,* < k/m i- (m - 1)/m. 
Recall that for k, = a.* = k, all minimal solutions are just as good as 
another (due to symmetry); in general this is not true for ki # ki (i # j), 
and there may be just one minimal solution. 
Now, k/m = n + r/m, and by substitution we get n + (r - (m - l))/m < 
ai* < n + (r + (m - l))/m. If r > 0 then -1 < -(m - 1)/m < 
(r - (m - I))/m; and SO, ai* > n - 1. Thus, ai* 3 n. 
If r = 0, then ai* < n + 1 and ai* < n. Hence, ai* = n. 
If r > 1, then 1 = (1 + (m - l))/m < (r + (m - l))/m(2m - 2)/m < 2 
and ai* < n + 1. Therefore, ai* = n or n + 1. But, r ai*‘s are then 
n + 1 and m - r ai*‘s are n. Hence, the theorem is proved in this special 
case. That is, subcase (i) is proved. 
Subcase (ii). Let k, = ... = k, = 1. 
We want to minimize Q(a, , a2 ,..., a,) such that CL, ai = k where 
Q(a, ,..., a,) = Cy=, (ai - hi)“. 
In this case CL, (ai - hi) = k - CL, hi = k’. Hence, k’/m = 
n - n’ + r/m, where n’ = (CL, hJm. 
We can now let ai’ = ai - hi and repeat the argument in the previous 
subcase for the ai’. We, therefore, arrive at n - n’ + (r - (m - l))/m < 
(ai* - hi) s--; n - n’ + (r + (m - l))/m. If r >, 0, then ai* - hi 3 
n - n’. If r = 0, then a,* - hi < n - n’ + 1, and ai* - hi < n - n’; 
or, ai* - hi = n - It’. Finally, if r 3 1, then ai* - hi < n - n’ + 1. 
And, as a result in the theorem we have that ai* - hi = n - n’ 
or ai* - hi = n - n’ + 1. Thus, r of the ai*‘s are (n - n’ + 1 + h,) 
and m - r of the ai*‘s are (n - n’ + hi). 
(m -- r)(n - n’) + r(n - n’ + 1) = m(n - n’) + r = k’. 
Subcase (iii). This is the general case where 01~ = *.* = 01~~ . 
Here we simply substitute again, with ai’ = ai - hi in the Q expression 
and repeat the argument for subcase (i). The result is of the subcase (ii) 
type. We have proved the theorem for Case (I). 
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Case (II). This is the proof of the general form of the theorem where 
it may be that myi -,F cxj for i 7. ,I. 
Let us consider Q(u, ,..., a,,) : Cy.t, kia,“i first, and then consider the 
translate of it by using a substitution of the type ui’ =:- a, - It, 
By definition of minimum value we have 
(aj* $ l>“J - ajh’j + (k i ai* - 1)” -~ (k - z a<*)” r;-. 0, 
id id 
- (k - jj2 ai*r’ ;? 0, 
and 
gl (T) aj*ajvs -i- 2 (T) al*al-t(-l)t 3 0, 
t=1 
where j # 1. 
By always putting the polynomial expressions in normal form where 
the highest single degree is ty, , we may assume that cl, >, a, . Therefore, 
01~ = 01~ + y1 . Therefore, 
si+l (:) uj*u@ + f ((7) ai*dlwt + (Tj apef(--l)t) 2 0, 
1 t=1 
and letting I& = C~&,, (“a) QP~-~ which is always positive or zero, we 
have that ,& + xii1 [@) aFel-t + (;I) $al-“(-l)t] 2 0. Hence, by the 
previous argument in Case (I) we have that I& + aj* 4 I -- a,* 2 0, 
and a,* + 1 + ,& 2 aI*. Again, note that k/m = n + r/m. Then, 
summing on,jwe have that C& czj* + (m - 1) + Cp, 1 I& > cm - 1) a~“. 
Hence, (m - l)/maI* < Cyx, ai*/m + (m - 1)/m -I- x:L p 1 /;?Jm, and so, 
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with lEj = CL, ,nj/m, a, * < k/m + (m - 1)/m + lEi . Repeating the 
argument for the minus deltas we have 
k/m - (m - 1)/m - lEj G aI* < k/m + (m - 1)/m + & 
k/m - (m - 1)/m - nzEi d a,* < k/m + (m - 1)/m + & . 
Notice the coarser bounds than before. Substituting for k we get 
n+(r-(m-l))/m-iE~<a~*<~+(r+(m-l))/m+&~. If 
r > 0, then - 1 < -(m - 1)/m < (r - (m - l))/m and ai* > it - 
1 - iEj. Thus, ai* > n - iEj. If r = 0, then aj* < n -I- 1 + & 
and ai* < n + iEi. Therefore, we have n - iEj < ai* ,< n + iEj . 
Ifr 3 1, then 1 = (1 + (m - 1))lm < (r + (m - l))/m < (2m - 2)/m < 2. 
Therefore, ai* < n + 1 + iEi . 
Therefore, r of the ai*‘s are in the set {n + 1, n + 2,..., n + 1 + E) 
and m - r of the ai*‘s are in the set {n - E,..., n + E}, where 
E = max{iEj}. Generalizing by putting ai’ = ai - hi , and repeating the 
same argument, we have that r ai*‘s are in the set {n - n’ + 1, 
n - n’ + 2,..., n - n’ + 1 + E) and m - r of the ai*‘s are in the set 
zoje’ - IL.., n - n’ + E}. And now the entire theorem has been 
r 
-.- 1 I I F 
0 n-E n+l n+E n+j+E 
Let us now turn to the problem of minimizing Q expressions subject to 
C ai = k that have mixed terms of the form ki,(ai - hi)“l(ai - bj)a’. 
The general nonnegative integer quadratic form in m variables a, ,..., a, 
is an expression of the type Q(a, ,..., a,) = C C ki aiaj . The coefficients 
are assumed to be nonnegative integers. The symmetric matrix A = (kf,) 
of the Q form is the matrix of Q. If we take X = (a, ,..., a,) as a l-column 
matrix, then Q(a, ,..., a,,J = X’AX where X’ is the adjoint of X. Applying 
to the variables a transformation of matrix D, a, = Cz, di,ci , or X = DC, 
we get the transformed quadratic expression C’(D’AD) C. 
Consider the nonnegative integer quadratic Q(al ,..., a,) = X’AX. 
rf u1 )...) u, are the characteristic roots of A, then we have a real orthogonal 
matrix R such that R’AR = diagonal (ur ,..., u,,J. Applying to the variables 
the transformation of matrix R, X = RC, we get the given form trans- 
formed into the new form u1c12 + a.. + u,c,~, However, as is usually the 
case the 1.4~ are not nonnegative integers. 
Conclusion. If u1 ,...: u?,, are nonnegative rational numbers. then 
Theorem 2 can be applied to a form equivalent to the transformed form 
u1c12 -~ . . . c -1 u,c,,2 of Q(ti, ,.,., u,,,) ~-: x-‘Ag in order to find a minimal 
value for Q. 
Proof. Multiply ~rcr~ + .‘I -J- u,crz through by the greatest common 
denominator of u1 ,..., U, , i.e., (u, ,..., u,,J. A relative minimal value of 
a form is not changed by multiplying through by this constant integer. 
The mixed terms minimization problem is more complicated because 
a sequence of transformations must be found that leaves minimal points 
invariant but yet reduces the form to a semicanonical form to which 
Theorem 1 applies. In special cases, however, this can usually be done. 
In so far as the algorithm (see the Appendix) for Theorem 2 is concerned 
for finding minimal values, it executes very fast when the iii are all equal; 
this is obvious. If the k, are not all equal, then a search must be made of 
the possible solutions, those given by the theorem, in order to find the 
best minimal values. Generally, the algorithm executes fairly fast. 
We have said that if all the o(< are equal, then E := 0; and, a small number 
of possible values remain to be searched. However, even if all of the CI< 
are not equal, the search may be very short. 
Thus, if m is large and the oli are the rather close together, then 
by examination we see that the E values are very small; and, in certain 
cases the user of the procedure may choose to simply ignore the E’s 
and consider them as zero. Also, the E’s can be dropped due to the 
fact that additional restrictions are place on the domain of Q. That is, 
it may be that those integer values far beyond n + 1 are not within the 
proper domain of the expression Q (as specified by the user). See the 
figure below. 
Thus, suppose that there are coordinate restrictions on each of the 
variables a, , such that for every i IZ~ < a, < mt . Then clearly the number 
of cases to be considered may be drastically reduced. Thus, if the domain 
FIGURE 1 
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of Q is a finite lattice (e.g., a rectangular lattice), then E will be replaced 
by the greatest coordinate value within the definition of that lattice, say F. 
The approach given here can be used in order to search for minimum 
values of discrete monotone functions defined on rectangular lattices of 
finite domain subject to a linear constraint such as ours. 
SOME GENERAL REMARKS 
The reader is probably compelled by now to try to generalize some of 
the structure given by example in the two main theorems. Furthermore, 
those readers who are familiar with the applications of functional 
equations (see Aczel, 1969) will recognize that condition (2) implies 
condition (3). 
ASSERTION. Condition (2) implies condition (3). 
ProoJ Let x1 = y - s and x2 = s; then, writing B, = B(x), B(x,) + 
B(xJ = B(x, + x.J. Hence, B(nx) = nB(x), B(x) = B(x) + B(O), B(0) = 0, 
B(n) = nB(l), and B(x) = B(1) x = cx. 
Hence, since (r + p)!/r! 3 p!, we have that BI +** B, = (c)(2c) .*. (PC) = 
cpp! < c”((r + p)!/r!) = cp(r + 1) *.. (r + p) = c(r + 1) c(r + 2) *** 
4r + P) = &+, **a BTf3) ; lettingx=r+ 1 andy+ 1 =pwegetB,-;*. 
B,-, < B, -a* B, . Or, B,,, I*- B,,, < B,+,+, 1.. Bs+r+9. 
THEOREM 3. Let B: N -+ N be an additive homomorphism on the 
nonnegative integers. Then, for every m EN there is a class of concave 
jiinctionsFi (i = I,..., m) andfor every t E N afinction Q, : N x N x *.* x 
N -+ N such that whenever Cz, ni = k, k jixed in N, there is an m-tuple 
h*,..., n,*)EN x N x *a* x N that minimizes Qt where r of the n,‘s 
are equal to q + 1, m - r of the ni*‘s are equal to q, and k = mq + r. 
Proof. Since B is an additive monomorphism, if y > s then B( y - s) + 
B(s) = B(y); thus, B is convex and periodically decreasing. Therefore, 
there exist functions Fi satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 3. Define 
Qth ,..., PZ~) = CL, F&z< , t), and the result follows by the argument of 
Theorem 1. 
Let A: N -+ N be a function where N is the positive integers, and 
suppose that for every x, y E N A(x + y) = A(x) + A(y) and 
A(xy) = A(x) A(y). Then, A(n) = cn = A(1) n; and by Cauchy (see 
Aczel, 1969) A(n) = nk. 
Given two positive integers a and b with a < b, one considers a function 
A: N - N such that A(1) = a, A(2) = b, A(3) = a + b, A(4) = 2a + b, 
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A(5) -:= a + 2b, A(6) =: 2a -- 26, A(T) = 3a -i-. b, A(8) -- 30 i 2b. 
A(9) :J- 20 + 3b,.... What is a necessary and suthcient condition that A(N) 
be closed under addition and multiplication, assuming that A(N) can be 
rearranged? Well, if A is an additive and multiplicative homomorphism. 
then A(s f .r) == A(x) -1 A(y) and A(xyj .- A(x) A(y). By Cauchy 
A(n) 2: nk = IZC, A(1) ( ~~ 1” := I, and .4(l) - o : 1. Hence. 
A(2) :== b = 2; and, A(n) nc -:- n. Hence, A is the identity homo- 
morphism. Let I: N ---f N be an additive and multiplicative isomorphism 
of the positive integers. Then, I(1) = u and Z(2) -2 b. Hence, a and b 
are determined by an isomorphism I of Iv: and, this characterizes the 
closure of A(N). 
This all brings us to the question of structure on a set S with two 
operations. We look at semirings. A semiring is a set SC.,+) with two closed 
associative binary operations called multiplication () and addition ( ) 
such that multiplication is distributive over addition. We also assume here 
that 5’ has a multiplicative identity u and that S is a partially ordered set S 
(<) such that u >:< s for every s E S, s1 :. 2 sq implies s, -:- 1 .\ ,L f, 
and that s1 S< s2 with t, -‘< fa implies s,t, ~1 s,t, . 
If B: S -+ S is a semiring homomorphism, then B(s, -1 .sa) -= 
B(s,) -j- B(s,) and B(s,s,) ~2.: B(s,) B(s~). 
ASSERTION. B(ns) = nB(S) for every s ES. 
Proof. S is associative under (t). 
ASSERTION. B(s) = B(us) .-= B(u) s I: cs, if B is linear. 
ASSERTION. B(u) -.. B(p) G B(ru + u) *a. B(ru + pu), if B is linear. 
proof, c < cr -+ c = c(rzf + u), 2c < cr + 2c =n c(ru + 2tr) ,..., pc < 
cr + pc = c(ru + pu), and (c)(2c) **. (PC) < c(ru + u) c(ru + 2~) ... 
c(ru + PU). 
Hence, B is convex and periodically decreasing. 
Now, in order to create F(x, v), which is well defined, it must be the case 
that (S, <) is a modular lattice (Jacobson, 1951) so that ~&ins down to z 
from y are unique in length. Hence, let (S, -i) be a mo&&r lattice. 
Define F(x, y) = Brtv ..* B,+, and define F(x + u, y -t u) = 
(x A- 2~) F(x, y t u) -4 0’ J- 24) F(x -i- u, y). 
ASSERTION. F(x, v) is well defined. 
ASSERTION. x $. u 3 y > t implies that F(x + 24, t) 2 F(y, t). 
ProoJ: x + u >, y implies that x i- u + u 3 y + zr; SO, B(x + ~4 + U) ) 
B(J~ -f- u). Then, x -1. LI 12, y implies that x A u -1 t > J’ c- t an’ 
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B(x + u + t) > B(y + t). Hence, B(x + u + t) *a- B(x + u f U) > 
NY + f> .** B(y + u). 
Therefore, the general theory in this direction depends upon whether 
or not one can prove that F(x, S) + F(y + U, s) < F(x + U, s) + F(v, S) 
or F(x, s + 21) + F(Y + U, s + U) d F(x + U, s + u) + F(y, s + u). 
APPENDIX: ALGORITHM FOR THEOREM 1 
(1) Given m, k. 
(2) Calculate k/m = n + r/m. 
(3) Find II. 
(4) Find r. 
(5) Generate all permutations of r (n + 1)‘s and m - r n’s; if m b r, 
then set N = (T) = (,&), but, otherwise, m < r, then set N = (G) = (,LJ; 
N is the number of ways. 
(6) Reserve and store from (5) in matrix array 
a,, , a,, ,..., a,, 
a,, , a,, ,..., am, 
(7) Calculate 
alNy azN ,..., amN . 
Fda,, , t> + *.* + F,&,, , t) = Ql 
J’da,, , t) + 9.. + F&,, ,4 = Q2 
(8) Find Maximum{Q’s} = QJ. 
(9) Print Out aI, , azJ ,..., amJ . 
(10) End. 
ALGORITHM FOR THEOREM 2 
(1) Given m, k. 
(2) Given 01~ ,..., CC, and hI ,..., h, and kl ,..., k, . 
(3) Calculate H = Cz, hi . 
(4) Calculate (k - H)/m = n + r/m. 
(5) Find it and furd r. 
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(6) Find D(i,j) == C:&+, (“;) afj-8. 
(7) Reserve and store for the m(m I ) tn’ m entries 
D(1, 2), D(1. 3), D(1, 4) . . . . . D( 1, Hz) 
D(2. 3). D(2, 4) ,.... D(2, m) 
D(3. 4) ,..., 03. m) 
D(i, i i-- I),..., B(i, m) 
D(m ~-- 1, m). 
(8) Find E(i,j) I= [Zzi+, D(i, j)]/m. 
(9) Reserve, calculate, and store for the m -- 1 entries 
D(1, 2) + D(1, 3) i D(l,4) + ... + D(1, m) = E(1, 2) 
D(2, 3) + D(2, 4) i- *.* + D(2, m) = E(2, 3) 
D(3,4) $- .*- + D(3, m) = E(3,4) 
D(i, i + 1) -t ... -I- D(i, m) == E(i, i + 1) 
D(m - 1,m) -= E(m - 1, m). 
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